ZipPark’s zControl Software
Provides:

ZipPark’s Point of Sale offers high

ZipPark’s Jockey Console

performance and

tracks vehicle movement

reliability

while

providing easy to use touch screen

throughout the entire

technology.

process.

This IBM POS accommodates your needs with options

The Jockey Console provides a real time list of

including a magnetic stripe reader for credit cards, integrated

retrieval requests and lists the jockey assigned to the

Flexible Rate Structures: authorized personnel can

cash drawer, and receipt printer. ZipPark also provides a

vehicle retrieval. Our Jockey Console also provides

easily configure all rates and validations without being
onsite.

barcode scanner and high-speed ticket printer to complete

status of deliveries in progress .

License Plate Registration: allows vehicle information
of returning customers to automatically populate after
license plate is entered into system. Greet your return
customers by name.

the package.

Real Time/ Web Based Reporting: access real-time
reports onsite or from your office.

ZipPark’s Camera

Ability to Pre-Print Tickets: handle events and busy

ZipPark’s Mobile Point of Sale

Claims Package

times with ease using our exclusive pre-printed ZipTickets.
Simply update the system with vehicle details when the rush
is over.

elevates your business’s flexibility by

automatically captures a

streamlining vehicle drop off and

photographic image of

Custom Configuration: collect only the information

pickup.

vehicles in the lane.

that is important to your operation.

Efficient Vehicle Retrieval: print a runner stub

It documents every vehicle’s condition on entry and

indicating vehicle location when patron is ready to claim
vehicle.

The mobile POS allows attendants to issue tickets and

Monthly Parkers Plans: easy to manage individual or

technology . Improve customer service by greeting

corporate plans.

customers as they pull up to your facility.

cashier customers in the lane, utilizing the secure wireless

exit to assist in minimizing fraudulent damage claims
while monitoring vehicle movement and jockey
activity.

Reduce False Claims: instantly record vehicle damage
and link information to the ticket.
Internet Reservations: allow patrons to reserve a
parking space through any public website.

ZipPark’s Self Serve Kiosk
Free up staff by conveniently
positioning our IBM Anyplace Kiosks
around your establishment. It allows
customers to initiate the retrieval
process and pay their fees. Available with optional
freestanding enclosure, wall-mount or desk mount kit.
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The ZipPark Solution


Utilizes the Latest .Net Software



Microsft SQL Server Database



Secure, wireless handheld computers and ticket
printers



Best of Breed Hardware



24 hour/4 hour response time from hardware
manufacturer



Pre-Pay Feature



Credit Card Acceptance



PABP-Validated Payment Application



Programmable Parking Identifier which links
vehicle to event or rate structure



Configurable Number of Ticket Stubs



Vehicle Damage Tracking



Provides for Unlimited Service Sales



Assign Vehicle Location



Auto Read Barcode Ticket and Fee Calculation



Unlimited Validations / Barcode Validations



Extensive Web Based Reporting Package



Software Integration with SKIDATA, Federal
APD, Bally’s, and more

Software Solutions For The
Parking Industry

Specializing in Revenue Control
for Valet, Gateless and Self Park
Locations!
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